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Abstract
We present a cartoon animation style rendering method for water animation. In an effort to capture and represent
crucial features of water observed in traditional cartoon animation, we propose a Cartoon Water Shader. The
proposed rendering method is a modified Phong illumination model augmented by the optical properties that
ray tracing provides. An essential characteristic in cartoon water animation is the use of flow lines. We produce
water flow regions with a Water Flow Shader. Assuming that an input to our system is a result of an existing
fluid simulation, the input mesh contains proper geometric properties. The water flow lines can be recovered by
computing the curvature from the input geometry, through which ridges and valleys are easily identified.

1. Introduction

With the recent development of computer graphics technol-
ogy, manually created traditional animation is increasingly
being replaced by computer-based cartoon style rendering
[She07]. However, one problem with non-photorealistic ren-
dering (NPR), in contrast with photorealistic rendering (PR),
is excessive sacrifice of the details of individual materials
and objects. For instance, a considerable amount of recent
research on cartoon shading has focused on rather simple
opaque objects [TABI07] [GGSC98] [EBG∗07]. Trans-
parency, a common characteristic of water, is meanwhile of-
ten ignored. This treatment of water as an opaque object fails
to meet the standard set by the results created by traditional
cartoon artists.

In this work we present methods to draw cartoon style im-
ages that properly represent the particular characteristics of
water. Cartoon water has abstract optical features such as
transparency, reflection, and refraction. Our approach incor-
porates those features via a Cartoon Water Shader. Figure 1
shows the optical features of water. Unlike previous meth-
ods that deal with only ambient and diffuse components
[EBG∗07], the proposed shader also accounts for specular
components, which can represent the reflection or refraction
effect using ray tracing.

When depicting an object that moves across water, animators
typically draw explicit flow lines to signify the motion waves
generated by the movement of the object. In our approach,

we produce water flow lines with a Water Flow Shader. The
flow regions are geometric features and can be efficiently
extracted by the computation of the curvatures on the water
surface. Ridge and valley regions determined by the curva-
ture computations represent the water flow regions, as shown
in Figure 1. This water flow region is incorporated into the
result of the cartoon water shader.

2. Method

The input to our system is a surface from a three-dimensional
physically based fluid simulation. The surface mesh inher-
ently contains the geometry information, which is useful in
extracting water specific features for cartoon-style render-
ing.

2.1. Line Drawing

For the artist, the line has been the major component in
the recognition and representation of objects in the world
[Gom95]. In traditional animation, lines are drawn mostly
around the boundaries of objects to distinguish them from
the background. Having the same aim as in traditional ani-
mation, we find the silhouette from the input meshes to draw
desirable lines. We use the method suggested by [RC99].
Here, two identical polygons are combined into a set with
slightly different scales, and each of the two polygons has a
different culled face; the first is a front-facing polygon uti-
lized for drawing the object itself, and the second is a back-
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Figure 1: An overview of our system. From the 3D input geometry, the bold outline is extracted. ’Cartoon Water Shader’ is applied to the water
input. The user can select from concrete reflection, abstract reflection or refraction. The difference of those effects is shown in the red box.
’Water Flow Shader’ extracts the flow lines. These 3 components are combined to produce an output.

facing polygon utilized for drawing the outlines. The scale
difference between the two polygons creates the border lines
around the object, as shown in [RC99] [MKG∗97]. As our
line drawing is based on objects, our line objects also eas-
ily generate distorted refractions when combined with ray
tracing.

2.2. Cartoon Water Shader

2.2.1. Modified Phong for Cartoon Style

Adjusting the Lambertian illumination model [LMHB00]
effectively generates cartoon style shading for scenes with
opaque objects. Their cartoon shading equation consists of
two main terms, ambient and diffuse terms, which return the
largest value between L · n and 0. This value is used for di-
viding two colors as texture coordinates. Their cartoon shad-
ing equation is:

Ics = IakaOd + Id [kdMax(L ·n,0)] (1)

Here, L is the normalized direction of light source and n is
the normalized direction of surface normal.

For opaque objects, their equation is sufficient to create a
cartoon style image. However, water exhibits three peculiar
characteristics: transparency, refraction, and reflection. Suc-
cessful incorporation of these features helps convey realism,
even in cartoon-style water animation.

To create transparently refractive effects, we adapt the Phong
illumination model, modify L · n to Od divided by 3 colors
and add ray-tracing terms. The final illumination of the Car-
toon Water Shader, Icws, is obtained as follows:

Icws = IakaOd + Id [kdOd + ksOs(R ·V )n]+ ksIr + kt It (2)

Here, Ia and Id are the intensity of the ambient and diffuse
light. ka, kd , and ks are the ambient, diffuse, and specular
coefficient, respectively. Os is an object’s specular color. R
is the normalized direction of reflection and V is the normal-
ized viewpoint direction. ksIr and kt It are the intensity of the
reflected and transmitted ray for ray tracing. Fig. 2 (a) shows
the refraction of Venus under water.

To create a cartoon style shader, the object color is simplified
into three levels: bright, medium, and dark. We evaluated
different numbers of levels and determined that three levels
produced the most convincing results, as too many levels ap-
proached photorealistic rendering and too few levels resulted
in an indistinguishable appearance. The level is determined
by the angle between the surface normal direction and the
light direction, as follows:

Od =





Bright Color if L · n > Tbc
Medium Color if L · n > Tmc and L · n ≤ Tbc
Dark Color Otherwise

(3)
Here, Tbc and Tmc are the threshold for a bright color and a

medium color, respectively.

We distinguish two types of reflection. The first is concrete
reflection, which shows an ordinary reflection effect com-
monly observed in the real world. The second is abstract re-
flection. The latter is also considered important in the con-
text of cartoon animation. We allow both types of reflection
in order to serve the artist’s intentions depending on the situ-
ation. Rendering the two types of reflection is similar to the
line drawing method described in Section 2.1. Concrete re-
flection is generated by setting the front-facing polygons as
the reflection target of an object. In contrast, abstract reflec-
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tion is produced by setting the back-facing polygons as the
reflection target. Fig. 2 (b) and (c) show both effects reflected
from Venus on a water surface.

(a) Refraction under
water

(b) Concrete reflec-
tion

(c) Abstract reflec-
tion

Figure 2: Refraction effect of Venus (a) and reflection effect (b)(c)
in the Cartoon Water Shader.

2.3. Water Flow Shader

In traditional animation, special lines are drawn in the neigh-
borhood of objects to effectively show the interaction be-
tween water and objects. The interactions between objects
and the surface of water create certain shapes such as wig-
gles and concentric circles. In our simulation results, those
shapes represent the flowing motions of water and traces of
the objects.

To emphasize these motions and traces, we introduce a Wa-
ter Flow Shader. With the Water Flow Shader, the critical re-
gions from flowing motions and traces are determined using
the geometrical properties from input meshes. As the shader
takes into account important geometric features, our results
faithfully reproduce physically persuasive motions and ap-
pearances. In the following, a sufficiently wide bounding
box that contains vertices with displacements is first selected
for efficient computation.

2.3.1. Estimation of Geometrical Properties

We compute both the Gaussian curvature and the mean cur-
vature at every vertex of the triangular mesh to identify the
critical regions on the mesh surface, as the curvature on the
region formed by the movement of objects has a higher value
than other flat regions. Using a discretization of the Gauss-
Bonet theorem, we approximate the Gaussian curvature as
described in [DMSB02]. The equation is as follows:

Ki =
1
A


2π−∑

j
θ j


 (4)

Here, A is the Voronoi area around Xi, and θ j is an angle
connected with Xi and X j .

The mean curvature is approximated using a discretization of
the Laplace-Beltrami operator also known as the mean cur-
vature normal operator. A detailed explanation can be found
in the literature [DMSB99] [DMSB02]. The equation is
given as follows:

Hi =
1

4A ∑
j
(cotαi j + cotβi j)(Xi−X j) · n̂i (5)

Here, A is the Voronoi area. αi j and βi j are angles adjacent
to the specified vertices, and X j is a neighbor vertex con-
nected to Xi. n̂i is a normal vector at Xi. Both approximations
are applied to the one-ring neighborhood of the vertex.

From the recovered Gaussian curvature and mean curvature,
we specify a ridge area connected by the vertices in which
the absolute value of the Gaussian curvature is larger than the
threshold and the mean curvature is greater than zero. On the
other hand, the valley is the area in which the absolute value
of the Gaussian curvature is also larger than the threshold
and the mean curvature is smaller than zero. Although our
approach to calculate the curvatures and a rendering style
are different, our concept of specifying the regions is similar
to the principle of demarcating curves [KST08].

3. Result

The images in Figure 3 show the results rendered by our
system. In image (a), the water dog shows refraction of
bones and muscles inside its body. Images (b) and (c) clearly
demonstrate that our system can produce high quality car-
toon animation water rendering.

# of vertices C.W.S W.F.S Total
(a) 59988 3.0 n/a 3.0
(b) 75406 8.0 n/a 8.0
(c) 55091 5.0 1325 1330.0

Table 1: Columns C.W.S and W.F.S show the rendering time (in sec-
onds) using the Cartoon Water Shader and the Water Flow Shader,
respectively.

Table 1 shows the rendering time for the results in Figure 3.
All data are recorded on an Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 ma-
chine with 4GB memory, using a single thread implementa-
tion. As the computation time of the Water Flow Shader de-
pends on the number of vertices with the curvature approxi-
mations, much more time is required to render the scene via
the Water Flow Shader than with the Cartoon Water Shader.

4. Conclusion

The contribution of our system includes the proposed Car-
toon Water Shader which can convey the essential compo-
nents of water-transparency, refraction, and reflection- from
an artistic point of view using a modified Phong illumination
model. Furthermore, utilizing the information of geometri-
cal properties, Water Flow Shader is specifically designed
for rendering water flow observed in traditional cartoon ani-
mation.
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(a) A semi transparent water dog (b) A fountain in a forest (c) A boat sailing on the sea

Figure 3: The images rendered by our system
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